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Most of ASR applications are based on statistical approach, often using Hidden Markov
models to model phonemes. For the purpose of speech recognition, words in the dictionary
of speech recognizers are mapped to phoneme model sequences. In case of continuous speech
recognition even word networks are connected together during the decoding process, which
needs much more computation performance and which also might lead to more confusions
due to the longer speech patterns increasing the number of canditate word sequences. In ASR,
the Viterbi algorithm is used for recognition to find the most probable match. Using word level
segmentation or word boundary information in ASR systems can decrease the searching space
during the decoding process thus increase recognition accuracy.

In human speech perception word boundary detection depends on many factors, including
prosodic, semantic and sintactic cues [4]. The interaction among these factors is difficult to
model, hence prosodic or sintactic information are usually handled and processed separately.
Speech production is a continuous movement of the articulating organs, producing a contin-
uous acoustic signal. In human speech processing, linguistic content and phonological rules
help the brain to separate syntactic units, such as sentences, phrases (sections between two
intakes of breath), sintagms or even words.

Since the mid-eighties there have been several trials to exploit prosodic information in hu-
man speech [5, 6]. In the Laboratory of Speech Acoustic of the Budapest University of Technol-
ogy and Economics, we have already investigated word boundary detection possibilities based
on prosodic features, reliing mainly on fundamental frequency and energy level data derived
from the acoustic signal [1]. We have also trained a prosodic HMM based word boundary
segmentator in order to use it as a front-end module for Viterbi decoding in ASR [2].

Using phoneme sequence information is an alternative for word boundary detection.
Phoneme sequence constarints can be derived by matching a complete set of 3 phoneme se-
quences that can occur accross word boundaries [3, 8]. Phoneme assimilations must be taken
into account over word boundaries.

In this paper we would like to investigate the use of phoneme sequence constraints in word
boundary detection for Hungarian language. We have collected a phonetically rich, large Hun-
garian text database from the Internet. This material was transcribed phonetically taking into
account all possible assimilations over word boundaries, and also the pronunciation variants of
words [7]. We matched against this corpus complete sets of 2 or 3 phoneme sequences in order
to get a frequency statistics of each phoneme sequence element word internally and over word
boundaries. In this way we obtained a frequency database for all possible phoneme sequences
in Hungarian. Based on this information we derived a set of rules (eg. phoneme sequence
constraints) which can be used for word boundary detection for Hungarian language. We also
investigated the adaptability of the method for phoneme based speech recognizer’s output that
contains some phoneme confusions, since phoneme recognition accuracy in ASR - just like in
case of human listeners - is around 70-80%. A new challenge is the paralel use of prosody based
and phoneme sequence based word boundary detection methods, which might be of interest in
our future work. In this paper we would like to present our methodology and evaluate our re-
sults obtained by phoneme sequence based word boundary detection for Hungarian language.
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